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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient algorithm to solve Lp-norm
minimization problem for under-determined speech separation;
that is, for the case that there are more sound sources than mi-
crophones. We employ an auxiliary function method in order to
derive update rules under the assumption that the amplitude of
each sound source follows generalized Gaussian distribution.
Experiments reveal that our method solves the L1-norm min-
imization problem ten times faster than a general solver, and
also solves Lp-norm minimization problem efficiently, espe-
cially when the parameter p is small; when p is not more than
0.7, it runs in real-time without loss of separation quality.

Index Terms: speech separation, under-determined condition,
Lp-norm minimization, auxiliary function method

1. Introduction
Since conventional speech recognition systems do not work
properly when microphones are distant from a talker, distant-
talking speech recognition is now attracting a lot of attention. It
is expected to play a vital role in human-computer interaction.
The reasons for low recognition accuracy are, for example, in-
terference from other talkers, background noise, and sound re-
flection off walls.

One approach to realize a robust recognition in these situ-
ations is to pre-process the input sound mixtures using a sound
separation technique. Since our daily environment potentially
includes an infinite number of sound sources, these systems
frequently face an under-determined condition, which means
that there are more sound sources than microphones. For exam-
ple, with a common stereo recording system, only three sound
sources are enough to cause an under-determined condition. To
develop a robust recognition system, dealing with the under-
determined condition is essential and inevitable. In this paper,
we focus on under-determined speech separation.

Under-determined source separation methods are roughly
categorized into three groups. The first group does not estimate
the mixing matrix explicitly; for example, Sawada’s clustering
and permutation method [1]. The second group simultaneously
estimates the mixing matrix and separation results; for exam-
ple, Ozerov’s method models a sound source using non-negative
matrix factorization [2]. The last group estimates separation
results using a given or pre-estimated mixing matrix, such as
Bofill’s L1-norm minimization method [3].

We focus on the Lp-norm minimization method [4], which
is an extension of L1-norm minimization. Since we use infor-
mation of the mixing matrix, we do not need to assume that each
time-frequency region is dominated by only one sound source,
while most methods in the first group assume this. In addi-
tion, since Lp-norm minimization can be solved independently
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Figure 1: Under-determined sound source separation

in each time-frequency region, we can use parallel computation
very easily, unlike the methods in the second group. On the
other hand, the independence of time-frequency regions means
that we need to solve many small problems in a short period.
Since conventional approaches are too slow to achieve real-
time separation, many researchers use an approximate method,
which does not have theoretical validity.

In this paper, we present a fast iterative algorithm to solve
the Lp-norm minimization. Update rules are derived using the
auxiliary function method [5]. This makes our update rules gen-
eral and simple; we can derive update rules for various prior
distributions, and we can implement our algorithm quickly.

We conduct experiments to confirm the advantage of our
algorithm. Our method is evaluated from the viewpoint of sep-
aration speed and separation quality compared with the conven-
tional solver and the mask-based approximation method.

2. Under-determined speech separation
using Lp-norm minimization

2.1. Problem setting

In this subsection, the general problem setting of under-
determined speech separation is presented. The input is I sound
mixtures of J simultaneous utterances (I<J), and the output is
the estimated speech signal of J talkers. The mixing process
is usually assumed linear and time invariant; that is, the mixing
process can be written as

xfn = Afsfn, (1)

where xfn ∈ C
I and sfn ∈ C

J are observations and original
sounds of the f -th frequency bin and n-th time frame, and Af ∈
C

I×J is the mixing matrix of the f -th frequency bin.

2.2. Difficulty of under-determined separation

First, we consider the determined condition; that is, the num-
ber of sound sources are equal to that of the microphones
(I = J). The basic approach of sound separation in the de-
termined condition is to estimate the time-invariant separation
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Figure 2: Histogram of the amplitude of speech signals

matrix W f ∈ C
J×I and separate the sound mixtures using the

following formula:

ŝfn = W fxfn. (2)

For example, beamformer and independent component analysis
(ICA) use this approach.

When we consider the under-determined condition, we can-
not separate a sound mixture using the time-invariant separation
matrix. Since the separation matrix W f is a J × I matrix,
columns must be linear dependent in the under-determined con-
dition (I<J). When a separation matrix is linear dependent, its
output sound is also linear dependent, and this means that each
separation result has a strong correlation even though the origi-
nal sound sources are independent of each other.

This is a big difference between determined and under-
determined separation, and this is why we need to use other
methods to separate under-determined sound mixtures. For sim-
plicity of notation, f and n are omitted in the rest of this paper
since we separate each time-frequency region independently.

2.3. Lp-norm minimization

The Lp-norm minimization is derived from the assumption that
the amplitude of each sound source follows a zero-mean gener-
alized Gaussian distribution, which is written as

p(s;α, p) =
αp

2Γ(p−1)
exp (−αp|s|p) , (3)

where α is an inversed scale parameter and p is a shape param-
eter. Figure 2 shows an amplitude histogram of speech signals.
Since the distribution of the amplitude of each sound source is
super-Gaussian, we regard p ranges from 0 to 2, exclusively.
This method also assumes that the mixing matrix A is known.
Please note that we do not need to know the true mixing matrix
and can use the estimated mixing matrix.

From the prior distribution shown in Eq. (3), the logarithm
of the joint prior distribution can be written as

log p(s;α, p) = −
JX

j=1

α
pj

j |sj |pj + C, (4)

where C is a constant value. After observation, since we can
use mixing equation (1), we can calculate the logarithm of the
posterior distribution as

log p(s|x;α, p) =

(
−PJ

j=1 α
pj

j |sj |pj + C′ (x = As)

−∞ (otherwise)

(5)

where C′ is another constant value.

Equation (5) indicates that the maximum a posterior estima-
tion is reduced to the constrained weighted Lp-norm minimiza-
tion problem. Since objective variable sj is complex-valued,
this problem is classified into the second-order cone program-
ming problem (SOCP) [6] even when p = 1. General SOCP
solvers are too slow to separate sound mixtures in real-time and
are very complicated to implement. In the next section, we de-
rive simple update rules when p ranges from 0 to 2 by using the
auxiliary function method.

3. Derivation of update rules
3.1. Auxiliary function method

Before we derive the update rules, we explain the auxiliary
function method. The auxiliary function method is used for
the minimization (or maximization) problem and derives up-
date rules, which monotonically decrease the original cost. The
basic idea of this method is to introduce auxiliary function
Q+(θ, φ), whose lower bound is the same as that of the original
cost function Q(θ), and derive update rules over the auxiliary
function. Note that φ is called an auxiliary variable.

More formally, the auxiliary function must satisfy the fol-
lowing property:

1. Q(θ) = argmin
φ

Q+(θ, φ).

In addition, the following properties should be satisfied in order
to use the auxiliary function method:

2. φnew = argmin
φ

Q+(θ, φ) is analytically solvable

3. θnew = argmin
θ

Q+(θ, φ) is analytically solvable

Using these properties, we can update original parameters
θ with two steps:

• update φ using property 2, and

• update θ using property 3.

Now we can prove that these two steps decrease origi-
nal cost. After the first step, Q(θ) = Q+(θ, φnew) from
property 1. After the second step, Q+(θnew, φnew) ≤
Q+(θ, φnew) from property 2. After that, Q(θnew) ≤
Q+(θnew, φnew) from property 1 again. Now we have
Q(θnew) ≤ Q+(θnew, φnew) ≤ Q+(θ, φnew) = Q(θ). This
means that we can ensure that the cost will converge to a local
minimum.

3.2. Derivation of update rules

As Eq. (5) suggests, we want to minimize the cost function

Q(s) =

JX
j=1

α
pj

j |sj |pj (6)

under the constraint of mixing equation

xi =

JX
j=1

aijsj , (7)

which comes from Eq. (1). Since pj ranges from 0 to 2, we
can use a quadratic function as the auxiliary function (Fig. 3).
This idea was given by Kameoka to add the sparsity prior for
Complex NMF [7].
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Figure 3: Blue lines show the original cost function (p = 0.5),
and red dotted lines show the auxiliary function whose γ is 0.6
(left panel) and 0.2 (right panel)

First, we use a auxiliary function defined as

Q+(s, γ) =
JX

j=1

α
pj

j pj

2
γ

pj−2

j |sj |2 + 2− pj

2
α

pj

j γ
pj

j , (8)

where γj is an auxiliary variable. This cost function satisfies
the three properties described in 3.1 and is equal to the original
cost function when

γj = |sj |. (9)

Second, in order to add the constraint of mixing equation
(7), we use Lagrange’s multiplier and get the function

Q+′
(s, γ) = Q+(s, γ) +

IX
i=1

λi

 
x∗i −

JX
j=1

a∗ijs
∗
j

!
, (10)

where * means complex conjugate. We can derive update rules
by partial derivation on this function.

When we solve ∂Q+′

∂s∗j
= 0, the update rule of separated

signal sj is written as

sj =
2

α
pj

j pj

γ
2−pj

j

IX
i=1

λia
∗
ij . (11)

Also, by substituting Eq. (11) into mixing equation (7) and
the transformation, we have

xi =

IX
i′=1

λi′

JX
j=1

2

α
pj

j pj

γ
2−pj

j aija
∗
i′j . (12)

This equation shows that we can obtain λi by solving the linear
equation as

2
6664

λ1

...

λI

3
7775=
2
66664

P
j

2a1ja∗
1j

α
pj
j pj

γ
2−pj

j · · · Pj

2a1ja∗
Ij

α
pj
j pj

γ
2−pj

j

...
. . .

...P
j

2aIja∗
1j

α
pj
j pj

γ
2−pj

j · · · Pj

2aIja∗
Ij

α
pj
j pj

γ
2−pj

j

3
77775

−12
6664

x1

...

xI

3
7775 .

(13)
This equation looks a little complicated; however, we can cal-
culate it easily because the fractions in the matrix are constant
over the iterations, and the size of matrix is I; that is, this matrix
is just 2-by-2 when we use stereo recording.

In summary, we can minimize the original cost function us-
ing the following steps:

1. Initialize sj with random non-zero complex value

Mic 1

1m

60�60�

Robot

Mic 2

Talker 3

Talker 2

Talker 1

Figure 4: Location of three talkers and two microphones

2. Update auxiliary variable by using Eq. (9)

3. Update Lagrange’s multiplier by using Eq. (13)

4. Update separation result by using Eq. (11)

5. If the result is not precise enough, go back to step 2

Please note that the Lp-norm minimization problem is a
non-convex optimization problem when p is less than one. In
that case, the separation results may converge to a poor local
minimum since our method monotonically decreases the cost
function through iterations. In our preliminary experiment, we
found that 83% of our separation results were converged to the
global optimum.

3.3. Update rules for other cost functions

Since our auxiliary function can be applied to many kinds of
cost functions, we can change prior distribution. For example,
some research has suggested that the distribution of the ampli-
tude of speech signals is similar to a gamma distribution whose
shape parameter is 0.5 [8]. Thus, we can use gamma distribu-
tion instead of the generalized Gaussian distribution, in which
case, the cost function can be written as

Q(s) =
JX

j=1

βj |sj |+ (1− qj) log |sj |, (14)

where qj is the shape parameter and βj is the inversed scale
parameter of gamma distribution. We can obtain similar update
rules by using a quadratic auxiliary function like in Fig. 3.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experiment condition

We synthesize sound mixtures that simulate under-determined
simultaneous utterances and separate them. The locations of
three talkers and two microphones used in our simulation are
shown in Fig. 4. Impulse responses are recorded in an anechoic
chamber, and their sampling frequency is 16 kHz. The STFT
frame length and the STFT shift width are 1024 (64 ms) and
256 points (16 ms), respectively. We use 200 male- and female-
utterances from Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences (JNAS)
database.

We conducted two kinds of evaluation. The first one eval-
uates the separation speed of our method, and the second one
compares the separation quality when we change the shape of
the prior distribution. Since we do not have prior information
about each source in this experiment, we use identical distri-
butions for all sound sources, i.e. p1 = p2 = p3 = p and
α1 = α2 = α3 = α. We use an open-source speech recog-
nition software called Julius and use MFCC, ΔMFCC, and
ΔPower as acoustic features.
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Table 1: Separation time and real time factor (p = 1)

Method Time (sec) RTF

Proposed method 1670 1.37

SOCP solver 18500 15.2

Mask-based approximation 15.6 0.013
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Figure 5: Real time factor of separation

4.2. Results and discussion

First, we compare the separation speed of our method with a
general SOCP solver, mosek, and the mask-based approxima-
tion method, which assumes at most I sources are dominant in
each time-frequency region. Since the accuracy of the solver
output is about 40 dB, we finish the iteration when the error is
less than 40 dB.

Table 1 shows the time taken to separate the sound mix-
tures, which contain 1218 seconds. To make this table, we as-
sume that p = 1 because the SOCP solver can be used only
when p = 1. As you can see, our proposed method runs ten
times faster than the general SOCP solver.

Figure 5 shows the real time factor of our method when we
change the shape parameter p. This table reveals that compu-
tation time strongly depends on the parameter, and when p is
about 0.9, it takes the longest to separate. This suggests that our
method runs in real-time when p is small.

Second, we check the separation quality from the viewpoint
of speech recognition correctness, and we change the shape pa-
rameter p of the prior distribution. Figure 6 presents the average
recognition correctness of the separated signals. The horizon-
tal line and the red dot shows the correctness when we use the
gamma prior and use the mask-based method, respectively. Fig-
ure 6 shows the area whose p is not more than one since recog-
nition correctness gets very bad when p is more than one.

As the figure shows, separation quality improves when p is
less than one, i.e. when we assume sparse distribution. How-
ever, we can also see that the difference in speech recognition
correctness is small. We can also see that the separation quali-
ties are similar between the mask-based method and the method
using the gamma prior. This is because both separation results
contains at most I non-zero signals in each time-frequency re-
gion. In the gamma prior case, this is not assumed explicitly;
however, this is true since its cost function (14) contains a log
term, which makes the cost −∞ when |sj | → 0.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose a fast algorithm to calculate Lp-
norm minimization for under-determined source separation. We
use the auxiliary function method and derive the convergence-
guaranteed update rules. These are three update rules, and they
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Figure 6: Speech recognition correctness of output signals.
Horizontal line and red dot show the correctness when using the
gamma prior and the mask-based method, respectively.

are simple enough for quick implementation. Experiments re-
veal that our method can calculate an exact solution for L1-
norm minimization ten times faster than the conventional solu-
tion. In addition, it is confirmed that Lp-norm minimization can
be solved in real-time when p is small, and its separation quality
is better than L1-norm minimization.

For future work, we need to evaluate separation quality
when we use the estimated mixing matrix instead of the true
mixing matrix. We also need to consider reverberation in or-
der to use the Lp-norm minimization in a real environment. In
addition, we want to find better prior distributions than the gen-
eralized Gaussian distributions from the viewpoint of separation
performance and separation speed.
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